To realize this editorial, years after the experience of founding this journal, demands of us a certain mnemonic work, since it is already 15 years of history since its origin. An ambiguous task, because it is somewhat herculean and at the same time, simple. Herculean by the mental effort with what to say now, having already spent so much time. But simple, for being a living history, the legitimate "mothers" of Estima. Thus, in thinking about the task, came from the tunnel of time a historical cadence: the idea, the exchange, the planning, the implantation and the celebration.
Exchange
The exchange came from internal dialogue and with others, aiming to learn the experience by the exploration of the environment. We hear incentives and discouragement. But we retain only the incentives, because from desire or even from ignorance emerges the force. This could even be interpreted as a certain stubbornness in the eyes of skeptics or cowards, but it was not: it was a vision of the future, courage and conviction that the necessity should be overcome and the gap filled.
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